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Recommendations for the use of rehamobil      
Before the use of rehamobil we recommend:
1. An optimal technical adjustment of your bicycle and of the rehamobil to the user's physical features and coordination skills by the bicycle dealer.
2. Practice (training) by the user under the guidance of therapists, PE teachers, trainers or experienced cyclists.
3. If not available, equip the bicycle with an additional handbrake.
The following adjustments should be made if needed:
1. To secure the feet on the pedals when having difficulties, we recommend to mount toe clips to the pedals. These, however, will be used without straps. 
2. Look after a well functioning of the handbrake at all times. Only then safety is provided in the best possible way when mounting and dismounting as well as sitting down when standing.
3. To be on the safe side, there should be two brakes (if possible, independent of weather). Especially important is the brake on the front wheel, which is also the best. 
4. Moreover, we recommend to adjust the height of the supporting wheels in such a way that they just about touch the ground when putting your own weight on the rear wheels. When adjusted too high it can result into sudden toppling over in especially inconvenient situations. This can cause the bicycle to fall over when the ability to steer and react is limited at the same time. Thus, this adjustment is only designated for secure bicycle users with slight dysfunctions and a good fitness level.
Riding recommendations:
1. After assembling rehamobil you should first ride on even terrain avoiding traffic. Depending on the degree of phyiscal disability (increased need of help) a sports experienced specialist (therapist, PE teacher or experienced cyclist) should observe and guide. 
2. When riding in curves the reaction differentiates considerably from a normal bicycle. A normal bicycle also increases its tilt with increasing speed in curves and a smaller curve radius. This is, however, not possible with rehamobil. Therefore you need to lean into curves with your torso when using rehamobil. Under no circumstances you may lean your body outwardly, following the centrifugal force.
The users of rehamobil should bear in mind that curves cannot be ridden in any high speeds. In all therapeutically customary speeds a toppling over of the bicycle is highly unlikely. 
Slowing down on time and avoiding high speeds is strongly recommended.

Have a safe ride and lots of fun with your rehamobil.

Assembly instructions for rehamobil

Valued customer,

We are pleased that you have decided to purchase rehamobil. 

rehamobil provides a real alternative to a tricycle. The advantage towards the tricycle is that rehamobil can be mounted to almost all traditional 26" and 28" bicycles, with and without  gear hubs (Only partly possible for 24" bicycle, dependent on the frame geometry.)


Assembly:

The rehamobil, which you purchased, is already pre-assembled. 

To assemble rehamobil to your bicycle it needs to be put in a secure standing position on a level ground in a 90 degree angle to the road.

Now remove the wheel nuts of the rear wheel and screw it about 6 mm back. Afterwards dismantel the s-shaped beam delivered by us. The right and left s-shaped beam is now put on the axle between axle carrier and wheel nut and/or mudguard strut-/luggage rack eyelet, and the wheel nuts slightly tightened.

Depending on frame size and construction of the bicycle, the clamp plates at the end of the s-shaped beam can be connected over or under the web plate (for some bicycles directly with web plate) on the upper strut of the chainstay.

The mouldings in plates face each other and surround strut. Now put both bolts through plates and the washers and screw them together with the s-beam.  Afterwards adjust S-beam. This means that horizontal plates and the lateral beams stand evenly in axle carrier.

Now push v-clamps about 2 cm over mudguard, take screw M8 x 190 and lay it through one of the v-clamps, put tube in between and afterwards through second v-clamp. This connection is now screwed together with cap nut and tightened. 

All connections should now be checked again and tightened.

The mounting of the supporting wheels can now be done individually. The integrated Zahnleiste ensures a non-slip position.

Make sure that supporting wheel has a suspension of 25 mm when weight is put on. When putting weight on a solid 3-point bottom line guidance is necessary. 
The strut needs to be adjusted in such a way that the driving wheel lifts a bit of the ground when no weight is put on and the carrier of the carrying wheel  has  90 degrees to the road. 

Content:
                                                                                               
1. Supporting wheel right					
2. Supporting wheel left 
3. S-shaped beam set
4. Assembly instructions
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